**BLACK FRIDAY SPECIALS**

**17 DAYS ONLY!**

NOV 22 - DEC 8, 2017

---

**GARMIN.**

Dedicated GPS navigator with driver awareness warnings

- **SAVE $40**
  - **Regularly $159.99**
  - **$119.99**
  - Drive™ 50LM
  - 5” GPS navigator
  - Garmin DRIVE50LM

---

**LG**

Experience a well-connected lifestyle

- **SAVE $30**
  - **Regularly $69.99**
  - **$39.99**
  - LG Tone Pro™ premium Bluetooth® stereo headset
  - LG Mobilecomm HB570GRV

---

**Uniden**

40-Channel trucker’s CB Radio

- **SAVE UP TO $40**
  - **Regularly $89.99, Sale Price $79.99, Less $30 Mail-in Rebate**
  - **$49.99**
  - 40-Channel trucker’s CB Radio
  - Uniden PC68LTX

---

**ZAGG**

Earbuds extend & retract

- **SAVE $60**
  - **Regularly $99.99**
  - **$39.99**
  - Flex Arc™ wireless earbuds & speakers
  - Skullcandy ZGLXHBGo / ZGLXHSGV / ZGLXHGWG

---

**OtterBox**

Most trusted brand in smartphone protection

- **SAVE $14.99**
  - **Regularly $39.99 to $49.99**
  - **$25 TO $35**
  - Commuter or Defender phone cases
  - iPhone 5/5s, iPhone 6/6s or Galaxy S6
  - OtterBox 7731012 / 7733322 / 7750217 / 775154

---

**Skullcandy**

Lightweight & low-profile around-the-neck collar

- **SAVE $20**
  - **Regularly $39.99**
  - **$39.99**
  - Ink’d wireless earbuds with mic
  - Skullcandy S2KWWJ509

---

**TruckerTough**

Super fast charging for micro USB devices

- **SAVE $15**
  - **Regularly $49.99**
  - **$14.99**
  - ClassicCharger™ 12-volt charger with micro USB adapter
  - TruckerTough TT16141

---

**BlueParrott**

Choose the wearing style you prefer: earhook, headband or neckband

- **SAVE $60**
  - **Regularly $99.99**
  - **$39.99**
  - Xpressway II Bluetooth® headset
  - BlueParrott XPRESSWAYII

---
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Door locks to secure your gear
Removable shelf provides ample storage
All steel construction

$79.99
Buck Commander gear cabinet
AC018  Limited Availability

$19.99
1700 Lumens rechargeable spotlight
PCKoHID

$14.99
LED baseball bat flashlight with red & yellow safety light
LUMAgear LP8392E

$12.99
Camouflage rechargeable cordless shaver
Smart Works CRS12645

Prepare a hot meal on-the-go

$21.99
12-Volt portable stove
RoadPro RPSC-197

Brew coffee at your convenience

$21.99
12-Volt coffee maker with 16oz. metal carafe
RoadPro RPSC784

$79.99
Buck Commander gear cabinet
AC018  Limited Availability

$149.99
LED baseball bat flashlight with red & yellow safety light
LUMAgear LP8392E

$129.99
Camouflage rechargeable cordless shaver
Smart Works CRS12645

$198
2/$10
14” Plush animals
Best Made Toys 16316D14L
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